Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: OYSTER
Right-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Black, Buttermilk, Duck Egg, Silver, White, and the background color of your choice

Right-Handed Crocheters:
Begin in the bottom-right corner.

Odd rows: ←
Even rows: ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: OYSTER
Left-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Black, Buttermilk, Duck Egg, Silver, White, and the background color of your choice

Left-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-left corner.

Odd rows:   ↓
Even rows:   ↔
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: SEAWEED #1
Right-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Bottle
and the background color of your choice

Right-Handed Crocheters:
Begin in the bottom-right corner.

Odd rows: ← ↓
Even rows: → ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: SEAWEED #1
Left-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Bottle and the background color of your choice

Left-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-left corner.

Odd rows:
Even rows:
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: SEAWEED #2
Right-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Bottle and the background color of your choice

Right-Handed Crocheters:
Begin in the bottom-right corner.

Odd rows: ←↓
Even rows: →↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: SEAWEED #2
Left-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Bottle and the background color of your choice

Left-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-left corner.

Odd rows: → ↓

Even rows: ← ↑
Marine Life
Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: LOBSTER
Right-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Black, Lipstick, and the background color of your choice

Right-Handed Crocheters:
Begin in the bottom-right corner.

Odd rows:  → ↓
Even rows: → ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

**BONUS GRAPHS: LOBSTER**

*Left-Handed Version*

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

**Stitch:** Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
**Hook:** G/4.00mm
**Yarn:** Stylecraft Special DK in Black, Lipstick, and the background color of your choice

**Left-Handed Crocheters:**

Begin in the **bottom-left** corner.

Odd rows: → ↓

Even rows: ← ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: SEASHELL

Right-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in
Blush, Soft Peach, Raspberry,
and the background color of your choice

Right-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-right corner.

Odd rows: ← ↓
Even rows: ← ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: SEASHELL
Left-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Blush, Soft Peach, Raspberry, and the background color of your choice

Left-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-left corner.

Odd rows: ➡️ ⬇️
Even rows: ← ⬆️
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: JELLYFISH
Right-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Petrol, and the background color of your choice

Right-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-right corner.

Odd rows:  → ↓
Even rows:  → ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: JELLYFISH

Left-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Petrol, and the background color of your choice

Left-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-left corner.

Odd rows: → ↓
Even rows: ← ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: CORAL
Right-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Blush, Soft Peach, and the background color of your choice

Right-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-right corner.

Odd rows: ← ↓
Even rows: → ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: CORAL
Left-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Blush, Soft Peach, and the background color of your choice

Left-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-left corner.

Odd rows: ➡️ ⬇️
Even rows: ⬅️ ⬆️
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: DIVER
Right-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Black, Empire, Lipstick, Silver, Stone, Sunshine, and the background color of your choice

Right-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-right corner.

Odd rows: ← ↓

Even rows: → ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: DIVER

Left-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Black, Empire, Lipstick, Silver, Stone, Sunshine, and the background color of your choice

Left-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-left corner.

Odd rows: → ↓

Even rows: ← ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: MERMAID
Right-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Black, Blush, Bottle, Petrol, Raspberry, Stone, and the background color of your choice

Right-Handed Crocheters:

Begin in the bottom-right corner.

Odd rows: ← ↓
Even rows: → ↑
Marine Life Graphghan

BONUS GRAPHS: MERMAID
Left-Handed Version

Pattern & Graphs © Alex Mikkelborg
Yarn provided by Stylecraft Yarns

Stitch: Corner-to-Corner (C2C)
Hook: G/4.00mm
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Black, Blush, Bottle, Petrol, Raspberry, Stone, and the background color of your choice

Left-Handed Crocheters:
Begin in the bottom-left corner.

Odd rows:  → ↓
Even rows: ← ↑